Making Space

W

hen we think of"space," we think of
open expanses of unexplored territory, implying that it is something to be
sought out, explored, tamed, and/or defined.
However, in the Artspace neighborhood,
we are witnessing that the concept of
"space" carries with it many different
meanings and results.
Neighborhoods occupy different kinds
of spaces as they develop, grow, become
broken down, and re-build again. The
structures of a neighborhood take up
physical spaces--merging and sometimes
competing with others' needs. The people
of a neighborhood carve out spaces that
identify who they are by expressing their
ideas, attitudes, beliefs, values, differences
and desires. In an urban area, like the one
A mural on the side of the Artspace Eccles/Browning Building on
including and surrounding the Artspace
Pierpont Avenue depicts artists at work.
neighborhood, space in all its forms can
become an area with multiple uses, or a
valuable prize in a difficult competition.
In this newsletter, the second issue of Bridges,
how neighborhood space is created, defined--and
sometimes argued over--is found throughout the
articles. Grounded in them is the message that the
Artspace neighborhood is one that has many different
voices that contribute to its development and definition. Although there may be controversy linked to
the development of the area west of downtown Salt
Lake City due to various efforts to establish different
neighborhoods, this newsletter shows that the many
diverse groups of people living, working and playing
there build--and re-build--a unique and vibrant space
that will continously shift and change what the
Artspace neighborhood is.
This newsletter, in fact, is a piece of that shifting
definition of what the Artspace neighborhood is; as
the neighborhood changes, so will it. We hope you
continue to enjoy our attempts to play a role in in the
building of the Artspace neighborhood.
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Re-use, Renew and Recycle
by Laurie Larsen

W

e live in a disposable world: what a sad cliche.
There is a place in Salt Lake City that is trying
to change that cliche in its own backyard. The place
is Artspace. They reuse old buildings, renew
people's lives, and recycle the objects of life.
The first things one notices at Artspace are the

finally had the resources to conserve her time, money,
and energy. She was then able to utilize her talents to
earn a prestigious job in her field, revitalizing her life .
Doctor Doug Oda was paralyzed in a car accident
before finishing his residency. The Artspace apartments provided cement floors for his wheelchair.
They offered him inexpensive housing. He was able
to use these resources to renew both his professional
and private life . Michael Moodbird was able to use
the inexpensive studio in the Rubber Company
building to start an art mentoring program for at-risk
children: Bad Dog Rediscovers America (See
Bridges, Vol. 1, No. 1 for story on BDRA). The
Small Business Association of Utah honored Michael
Moodbird as the small business entrepreneur of the
year.
(Please see "Re-use, Renew and Recycle," page 3).

Recycled chairs invite conversation on the porch of
the Eccles/Browning Warehouse.

buildings. Stephen Goldsmith took the old Eccles/
Browning Ware house on Pierpont A venue and reused it as living and working space for artists.
Artspace then took the old California Rubber and Tire
Company and converted it into over fifty new spacious apartments. The art of taking old buildings
whose usefulness has long evaporated and turning
them in to vital living spaces can be felt in these
buildings. The rough edges have not been smoothed,
adding energy to the environment. This is a win/win
situation for Artspace, the artists who live and work
in these buildings, the environment and the City. The
interaction that is created by these buildings reconnects us to our past. The dynamics of Artspace
attracted an architectural firm that specializes in the
preservation of old buildings. Their offices are
located in the Eccles/Browning Warehouse, increasing the impact of Artspace on the broader community.
Though many people are touched by their contact
with Artspace, the people who live and work there
reap the greatest benefit. Many lives have been
renewed by their time at Artspace. Kathy Royster,
an artist who moved into the apartments, found she
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Artspace also recycles the objects of life. In the
in this urban setting. Not only has the land been put
Eccles/Browning Warehouse is an antique store
to new use, but many objects have also been recycled
name Elemente'. Many discarded objects find their
in the garden itself. Old railway ties are used to
way to homes where they will
structure the planting boxes and stairs. There is an
be loved and cherished, such as
old metal glider
in one of the apartments in the
that is used as
Rubber Company Building
a trestle for
where an old window has been
vines. Sculprecycled as as decoration.
tures have
According to Patrick from
been made out
Elemente', the historic feeling
of used metal,
of Artspace is what drew this
adding to the
shop to this location. To
visual interest
achieve the openness that exists
of the garden.
in the Rubber Company BuildOld pottery is
ing, great chunks of cement
used to contain
were removed to create an
many different
open atrium capped with old
plants. Perenglass windows recycled from
nials are
the old pub, Fuggles. The
recycled from
Pieces of pottery are re-used to decorate the garden space
windows would have been
other locations,
behind the Eccles/Browning Warehouse.
thrown away as useless, yet
saving on cost
while adding
Artspace established their
beauty and maturity. In one area, the backs of chairs
usefulness for years to come.
were removed from their seats and planted, giving the
The themes of reuse, renew, and recycle are
impression of an overgrown cemetery. People are
most apparent in the garden behind the Eccles/
creating compost
Browning
piles and growing
Warehouse .
Max Smith
vegetables .
During construcdesigned a
tion, heads of
romantic
garden in an
households from
area that once
the family shelter
housed a
were hired to form
railroad spur
the garden.
(an off-shoot
As our society
ofa main
moves towards
railway line).
the necessary
This spur
process of reused to
cycle, renew, and
transport
reuse, we can all
products to
take a lesson from
and from the
Artspace. We all
Old wrought-iron gates are renewed in the Eccles/Browning garden.
have responsibiliEccles/
Browning
ties to the earth
Warehouse. This area was a "Brown Field" which
and our environment. Artspace has just taken that
used to be full of commercial waste. The lush greens
commission to its logical conclusion by renewing
of the garden in late summer are'-breathtaking. The
people's lives, reusing old buildings, and recycling
garden conveys a sense of wildness, a contradiction
what we come in contact with.
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Coming together through experience:
A visit to A Cup of Joe
By Tammie Sheppard

A

community is a place where neighbors ex
coffee shops I had visited, the decorating scheme
change experiences. In many communities
consisted of multi-colored plastic chairs and booths.
there is a central meeting place where thoughts,
The customer's comfort was not the goal. Instead, it
interests, and stories are shared. This central place
seemed the goal was to move people in and out
is vital to the
quickly. This was not the feeling at
growth and coheA Cup of Joe. Here the seating
siveness of the
areas, and decor, asked you to
community. In the
relax and stay awhile.
Artspace neighborSipping my steaming mug of
hood, that meeting
coffee, I observed how close the
place is A Cup of
surrounding tables were. It was
Joe. The coffee
easy to see why A Cup of Joe is
shop serves as the
the conversational hub of the
heartbeat of the
Artspace neighbohood. I could
Artspace neighborimagine meeting a neighbor, or
hood by providing a
fellow business owner, and chatting
comfortable space
away a few hours. "There is that
to share experikind offeel," says Joe Pitti, A Cup
ences and by
of Joe's owner. "There [are]
offering support to
definitely some people talking;
the people who live
there are conversations across
there.
tables, people seeing people that
I noticed this
they would not normally see in their
comfort on my first
normal day of traffic walking the
Joe Pitti, owner of A Cup ofJoe
visit to A Cup of
neighborhood, but [they] will see
Joe. The transthem in here. This is definitely the
formation of the old Rubber Company building,
neighborhood conversation center."
located at 353 West 200 South, was surprising. The
This exchange goes further than the conversation.
brick walls, purple ceilings and comfortable furniture
As I wandered around the coffee shop, I saw a
gave the space a warm, homey atmosphere.
variety of interests brought together in the same
As I walked to the counter, and examined the
space. In each seating area, book shelves held books
waiting to be shared. Bold letters on the side of the
menu, I noticed many items other than coffee.
There was a wide variety of pastries, sandwiches,
shelves advertise "Need a Book, Take a Book," and
"Have a Book, Leave a Book." The Open Book
and beverages. I decided on a small cup of Joe's
Joe--the house coffee. This was when I discovered Exchange, as it is called, allows visitors to exchange
the affordable prices. A small coffee was a dollar
books free of charge. On this day, fishing manuals as
well as classic novels were among the choices. Joe
including tax. I realized how easy it was to just
hand over a buck--no annoying change.
feels the Open Book Exchange not only helps bring
the neighbors together, it also allows him to "get [his]
With coffee in hand, I sat down on an
overstuffed sofa and took in the surroundings. When creative side out."
Strolling through the coffee shop, I noticed Joe 's
I put my feet up on the coffee table in front of me, I
had a feeling this experience would be different from creative side. Large green chalkboard calendars on
the back wall of the coffee shop advertise "Poetry
other coffee shops I had been to. In most of the
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Slams" which occur on the third Saturday of every
perhaps after a Jazz game. A Cup of Joe seemed to
month. Local musicians, who write their own music,
be a natural bridge between the Artspace neighboralso perform there. By providing a place for a
hood and the Salt Lake City area. However, to my
variety of artists to perform, Joe introduces the
surprise, the coffee shop does not see a lot of outside
community to some of it's own as well as providing
foot traffic. Joe explains "We are perceived as a
artists a supportive forum. In this way, Joe works as good coffee shop in a bad neighborhood. There are
a "bridge within the community." He understands the people a block away who will go to Caputo's, beartists in the community because he is an artist. He
cause it's visual and is on the street, but view this as
has been a performing artist for 15 years, both in
a little more dangerous because of where we are in
theater and mime.
relationship to the [homeless] shelter."
In addition to his support of the artists, Joe also
He adds that the close proximity of Pioneer Park
supports the Artspace neighbohood businesses.
only adds to the dangerous image of the neighborMany of the businesses use the coffee shop as their
hood. I found this surprising, as I feel safer here than
in most areas of Salt Lake--including the Delta
meeting place. 'There is a large enough space that
people can meet here. We hold opening night parties
Center, just a block away. The streets are clean and
for the opera,
the area is free of any signs of
danger. Joe explained that
fund raisers for
the art organiza things have improved and are
tions. It's kind
continuing to improve.
oflike a commuWhile an improved image
nity center."
could bring in those who live
I noticed
elsewhere, the Artspace
more of this
neighborhood is definitely
neighborhood
Joe's focus . "The vision is to
support as I
set up a place where people
walked over to
feel comfortable enough to
the wall displaymeet, exchange ideas, see
ing colorful and
people that they know; to
imaginative
make it that neighborhood kind
photographs of
of feeling - - that kind of
children. The
'Cheers' like feeling. Where
gallery is dediyou can walk in and people
cated to Bad
know your name." Joe feels
A sculptured, metal coffee cup planter greets people who
Dog Rediscovers
the success of his vision
visit A Cup of Joe.
America
depends on the growth of the
(BDRA).
neighborhood. He is excited
BDRA is a nonabout the neighborhood and
profit organization that supports urban children
looks forward to being a part of its growth.
through teaching them visual arts (Fora complete
A neighborhood, like a family, grows as it comes
story of BDRA see Bridges Vol. 1 No. 1). Joe's
together. A Cup of Joe is the catalyst to the neighsupport of this organization gives the children and
borhood unity as well as the vehicle for its growth.
their mentors a platform for their ideas, and gives
As I left the coffee shop, that neighborhood feeling
community members an opportunity to enjoy as well
stayed with me, as well as the dreams and experias learn from these experiences.
ences of the neighborhood's members. With the
Of course, not only those living in the Artspace
continued exchange of these dreams and experiences,
neighborhood have the opportunity to enjoy A Cup of comes the growth and cohesiveness the Artspace
Joe. Back on my comfy sofa, I imagined people
neighborhood needs to thrive.
outside of the Artspace neighborhood dropping in --
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Artist Jim Avati: Sculptor
by Yuki Nishitani

J

im Avati has been using a studio in Artspace
tual stimulation in sculpture and felt satisfaction in
since 1990. He is a sculptor and is one of the
himself at the art school. Needless to say, this
artists who makes Artspace an interesting and
experience led him to be a sculptor and still attracts
productive place. He was born and brought up in
him to sculpt from human models.
New Jersey. His father was a professional painter.
Jim's sculptures are all human figures. Every
He went to the Newark School of Fine Industrial Art
sculpture he creates shows the human nature of the
in New Jersey. The school taught him commercial
models very well. He emphasizes the gesture of the
art such as illustration and graphics. After spending
figure because his sculpture is very direct. In other
one and a half years at this school, he studied figure
words, the figure itself is representing and appealing
sculpture at the Art Student
to what the model
League in New York. Even
has inside natuthough he spent only six
rally. In the
months at this school, this
process of
experience triggered his choice
creating a sculpture, "the interacof his present career. Later,
he moved to Utah with his wife
tion between
and went to the University of
model and myself
Utah to get a degree. He
is really important
for me," he
received a Bachelor's degree
(BFA) and a Master's degree
explained.
Namely, his work
(MFA). Additionally, he taught
is a creation as a
foundation sculpture at the
result of mutual
University of Utah for five
human interaction
years. Besides teaching, he
between some
was doing a lot of commission
kinds ofappeal
work. However, he quit
from the model
commission work about two
and the observayears ago and now is doing
tion of Jim Avati.
more of what he wants to do in
Additionally, he
his art.
says every
Jim grew up with many art
process affects
books around because of his
the result of his
father. Therefore, he was
work, "if the
This sculpture stands at the' Utah Valley State College in
familiar with a variety of art
Orem.
It
is
the
third
sculpture
A
vati
completed
for
UVSC.
process is unsatworks, but was especially
isfactory the
attracted to and affected by
result would not
traditional fine artists in history,
Michelangelo (1500's) and Degas (1900's). He said, be the same." Then, he added "the desire toward the
work makes the best works."
"when I was working with a model, I would see my
For Jim, the chance to rent this Artspace studio
own work as a part of a tradition of work that I find.
In my mind, it had already meaning and significance." was very lucky and the timing was perfect. About
His work at the Art Student League gave him a eight years ago, he was using a studio at the University of Utah. However, he had to give up using the
lot of opportunities to work with models and to study
about the discipline of fine art. "Working with models studio because he completed his diploma and the
studio was for graduate students only.
gave me a lot of excitement," is how Jim described
the moment when he probably first found his intellec-
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Business in Artspace: Papers
by Leslie Merrill
Liz King started Papers, a wholesale stationery
business, seven years ago in Boulder, CO. Just three
years ago she came to Utah looking for some
warehouse space . As King drove through the
neighborhood where her store is now located--in the
breezeway of the Rubber Company building--she
decided she liked the area. King ' s realtor brought her
to Stephen Goldsmith, Director of the Artspace
organization. Goldsmith is a good salesman and that
made King's decision to build her store there easier.
Papers is a wholesale store with a small retail
area in front. As you walk in Papers there are a few
displays of the stationery sold there where walk in
customers are able to shop. In the back there is a
storage area where King and her employees can take
care of orders and the shipment of products. King
has sales reps around the country to sell her

stationery and paper products. Her products are
shipped nation-wide. She also gets some business
from walk-in customers. She said that the extra
business from the retail area of the store is just
"frosting on the cake." The walk in customers love
the neighborhood and are surprised at how many neat
things are going on there.
The paper products and packaging are made from
recycled products and everything is made in America.
Items sold there include cards, envelopes, notebooks,
and wrapping paper.
King's business is growing. The shelves in the
back area of the store are stocked full of inventory
for the extra holiday business that she gets this time
of year. She said if it keeps growing like this she
might have to move and that would make her sad.
She really likes the area.

Artist Jim Avati: Sculptor
continued...
He had a job at the same time and had to finish his
ordered work regardless of his inconvenience.
Therefore, he called Stephen Goldsmith, the founder
of the Artspace organization. There was a studio
available for Jim to rent. Jim describes this studio as
"very nice studio for any kinds of artists in terms of
having a high ceiling, fan, a lot of good light from the
North." Also, "the affordable cost ofrenting is
appealing."
Now, he assists the other sculptors as well as
doing his own sculptures. He says "I haven't used
this studio as much as I would like to." However, the
importance is not the amount of work, but the quality.
This is probably the principle that describes his work
and his whole life as an artist.
Jim thinks that high quality of work arises from
the interaction between the artist' s satisfaction of
one's creation and the audience who are attracted by
this work. This is the same as the interaction that Jim
emphasizes on his work between himself and the

model. In reality, it is not easy for artists to work for
only what they want. In a sense, Jim's life is a kind
of ideal to live as an artist. However, if his strong
enthusiasm and desires create and raise the value of
his work, I think his way ofliving is very honest and
right, rather an ideal.
"My eleven years were always a struggle", he
said and smiled. However, I want his life to be like
that of a tough tree which is growing branches in a
variety of directions in spite of experiencing difficulty
and struggle rather than plants growing in the greenhouse. I want him to be an artist like clouds that
move freely in the sky. When the sun appears from
the clouds, people can see the sun and see the sun
shining too. This is his sculpture. This is the interaction. Jim Avati, he will continue to create a lot of
sculpture like the sun shines.

-
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The Gateway Project
by Laurie Larsen

T

he Gateway District of Salt Lake City covers 650
acres. Its boundaries are 1-15, 300 West, North
Temple, and 1000 South. Gateway is a massive area.
The land occupants represent different interests that
range from residential to industrial to governmental.
There are many voices vying to influence the development of the Gateway. Gateway is a unique area
that deserves understanding, for without knowledge
we are unable to effect the desired outcome in our
community.
To explain Gateway: the City has divided the
district into five sub-districts. These districts are the
Union Pacific, Rio Grande, Gateway, South, and I-15/
Railroad Sub-districts. The City has many plans for
the area. The Boyer Company is in the process of
buying the Union Pacific Station plus 40 acres to the
west, in hopes of building an aggressive development
of houses, shops, and cultural amenities. A large park
is planned in the far west of the district. This park
would offer unique recreational facilities to teach rock
climbing, canoeing, and kayaking. Traditional facilities for football , softball, and swimming are also
planned. The shortening of the viaduct will open
more commercial and residential space now darkened
by the existing overpasses.
Artspace is located in the Rio Grande Subdistrict. The Rio Grande Depot is the focus of this
district and I think it should be protected. The
intermodal station will probably be located at 200
South and 600 West. This station will house Amtrak,
Greyhound, and a future commuter railroad that will
run from Ogden to Provo. Pioneer Park is also a part
of this neighborhood, and is a tremendous asset. It
will become a destination for the Olympics much like
the Olympic Park in Atlanta. A range of residential
opportunities create the need for support services like
libraries, grocery stores, senior centers, medical
clinics, churches, schools, and day care centers.
Artspace has heavily influenced these plans.
Stephen Goldsmith started Artspace in the early
1980s. First the Eccles/Browing Warehouse was
remodeled into storefronts, living/working space for
artists. Then the California Tire and Rubber Company building was converted into more artist lofts. To
accomplish these major projects, Artspace convinced

the City to create a new zoning classification. A D-3
Zone became the designation for this type of mixeduse zone, the first such zoning in Salt Lake City. A
mixed-use zone allows commercial and residential
interests to be located in the same area. The
Artspace project also proves that housing is feasible
in the Gateway district. It demonstrated the advantage of having 24-hour residents to add light and
people to prevent crime. The City anticipates more
mixed-use zones in the Gateway, since all of the subdistricts have a residential component. The new
Artspace Bridge Projects also creates many of the
components that the City anticipates will be in the
district.
The City has some control over how Gateway or
any other district develops. Incentives and disincentives can encourage desirable development. They
can change zoning or plan open space. However, the
City cannot completely shape what happens. Every
individual, business, and developer will also have an
impact on the Gateway District. Mayor DeeDee
Corradini says she wants a unique, artsy area similar
to Greenwich Village in New York.
The Gateway area already has a rich history
uniquely its own. I think all that the City needs to do is
nurture what is there, being careful to balance big
corporation interests with residential and small
commercial interests. If there is too much big
business, the total focus becomes big and generic, not
unique. Individuals and small business are what
creates true community energy. Big developments
are important, but they should not overide Artspace,
the homeless services, and the people already there .
The City needs to be careful not to destroy what is
already vibrant and alive in the Gateway District.
Everyone has a different image of what Gateway
will become. The City Council sees Gateway
differently than the Mayor's office. Artspace sees it
differently than the Boyer Company. Gateway is a
living entity that will continue to grow and change.
Like any living thing, people can nudge it along
different paths. Let' s hope that the energy that now
exists can expand and make Gateway into the fun ,
eclectic, environment that most people envision.
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Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle
by Leslie Merrill

T

he Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle funded
feels that these Artspace projects have been, and will
twenty-six affordable housing projects in Utah
be, "extremely successful."
between 1990 and 1997. These projects included the
Hyerstay commented that it is Stephen
Artspace Rubber
Goldsmith's
"visionary work,"
Company in 1993 and
willingness to take
the 500 West Bridge
Projects in 1997.
risks, and commitment to maintain
Their funding has
and develop
added up to
cultural diversity
$4,624,849 in Utah.
Federal Home
that has made
Loan Banks provide
Artspace one of
the "key developprivately owned
ment pieces for
banks with liquidity,
the whole Gateor cash, to lend for
way project."
mortgages. The
The Federal
Federal Banks also
provide grants and
Home Loan Bank
of Seattle's 1997
low-interest loans to
FHLBS 1997 Affordable Housing Advisory Council
Report of Affordsupport affordable
able Housing and
housing and commuCommunity
nity development,
Lending Initiatives quoted Goldsmith as saying, "Our
according to Darcy Minter, employee at the Federal
vision is to create an authentic-not nostalgic- way
Home Loan Bank of Seattle.
In order to receive funding , Artspace had to apply of preserving the legacy of the people who helped
to a local First Security Bank, which applied to the
build and industrialize the state of Utah. We're trying
Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle to fund the
to ensure that the deep taproots that exist in this
Artspace projects. The Seattle bank is one of twelve neighborhood are not lost to the broader process of
government sponsored home loan banks in the United urban renewal. What we 're trying to achieve is often
called' inside-out renewal' -it means finding and
States. Financial institutions in eight states: Alaska,
keeping what's here that's rich, what's here that
Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah, Washington,
and Wyoming and in Guam are in the region covered
needs to be refreshed, what's here that can be built
by the Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle.
on."
When funding is applied for, the Federal Bank
The affordable housing projects are a key part
looks at the income level being served, what kind of
ofthe Artspace organization and the Bridge
support there will be for the tenants, and any connec- Projects, but they wouldn't have been possible
tions with other organizations. The Artspace Rubber
without funding from the Federal Home Loan Bank
Company received $300,000 in funding and the 500
of Seattle. Affordable housing has helped many
West Bridge Projects received a $770,000 grant.
people and will continue to do so as long as poele
Robin Hyerstay, Assistant Vice President and
keep the vision in mind.
Affordable Housing Program Administrator, said he
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Salt Lake Buddhist Temple
by Yuki Nishitani

I

t has been 86 years since the first movement
creasing recently because of generational changes.
toward an organized Buddhist Temple started in
In spite of my expectation, the Temple is growing and
Salt Lake City. Before and after World War II,
getting bigger. Amazingly, "more children and
many Japanese immigrants had been exposed to
Caucasians started to come to the Temple than
segregation and prejudice by living in this country.
before, even though most members are still JapaneseTherefore, the Temple became a
sanctuary for Japanese immigrants because it was the only
place where the Japanese could
act as themselves. That is to
say, the Temple was where they
could maintain their identities as
minorities in the United States.
Regardless of this history, the
Temple now is opening wider
doors not only for Japanese
descendents but also for everybody who believes in Buddhism.
The Temple is still a sanctuary, but it is no longer a refuge
only for the Japanese. It is a
comfortable place for people
who have something in common
in their souls.
People worship in the Salt Lake Buddhist Temple. Photo by Yuki Nishitani.
The Buddhist Temple is
located quietly on the west side
of downtown Salt Lake City.
Even though the Temple is surrounded by two big
American," Minister Hirano explained. Because of
buildings--the Salt Palace and the Delta Center--its
the increase in the number of members and the
appearance is calm and quiet.
related problems--such as lack of parking lot and
Jerny K. Hirano, the minister of the Buddhist
small room size--the Temple is planning to reconstruct
a new building in the Artspace 500 West Bridge
Temple since 1993, is a third-generation JapaneseProjects area. It is a clear indication that the Salt
American. Also, he is one of the people who is well
aware of the change around the Temple neighborLake Buddhist Temple is still the center for JapaneseAmericans, and it has an intimate relationship behood because he was born in Salt Lake City and
tween all its members.
spent his childhood in the now-disappeared JapanThe Temple now holds nearly 200 families and is
town area (See Bridges Vol.I #1 for story on Jtown). He states that "Even though Japan-town does run by the strong volunteer support of these members. The Temple offers Sunday school, called
not exist any more, this Temple is still the center for
Japanese-Americans and still it is a place they can be "Dharma school," after the Sunday service, and many
events through the year. I saw all the members
comfortable in terms of having something in comactively taking roles when I visited the Sunday
mon." Obviously, this "thing in common" refers to a
service and the Dharma school. Many members
Japanese origin. But, Minister Hirano also refers to
expect this Dharma school to teach "what Buddhism
"believing in the same beliefs regardless ofnationaliis" to new generations. Such an expectation exties," that is to say, "believing in Buddhism."
presses the characteristic of Buddhism. Basically,
I wondered if the number of Buddhists is de-
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Japanese Food Bazaar was successful ; they gathered
one of the remarkable traits of Buddhism is to leave
about $25,000. Besides such volunteer work, they
the decision to each individual, no enforcement. In
are soliciting donations from outside, including some
addition to gaining the ability of self-decision, many
businesses. Nevertheless, the Temple has not
Japanese-Americans want their children to develop
received enough successful responses yet.
their identities as Japanese-Americans by coming to
Other than these activities, the Temple puts a
the Temple.
great deal of effort into inviting many ministers to the
Dharrna school classes are classified by age and
Temple on different occasions. Members are
almost everyone is involved in some activities. The
encouraged to
classroom
know different
atmosphere is fun
perspectives and
and I saw many
different ways to
small children
were smiling and
practice Budeager to do
dhism. For
something. For
example, on
example, in the
December 8,
two to four-year
1998, the Temple
old class, children
is going to invite
made "Ozyuzu",
a Sri Lankan
a Buddhist
monk the day
before "Bodhi
bracelet. Minister Hirano
Day (Enlightenexplained to me
ment day) ."
that children
Minister Hirano
enjoyed making
told me that "it is
Children work on "Ozyuzu" in the Dharma School. Photo courtesy the
their own
important to
Salt Lake Buddhist Temple.
"Ozyuzu." They
know different
learn and find
ideas in order to
decide what is the best for oneself."
something meaningful in Buddhism by being involved
in such activities. Classrooms are already overIn addition to inviting ministers, the Temple sent a
crowded in order to provide enough space for all
group of students to Kyoto, Japan last year. The
children. Such a situation made me realize the
group consisted of students who wanted to learn
more about Buddhism. They stayed in Kyoto for two
necessity of providing bigger spaces for this Temple
weeks, practiced Buddhism and had some sightbecause of the increasing number of members.
seeing. One of the members, Edward Yakumo said
The Temple puts on many events through the
that the trip in Kyoto was "fun" and "enjoyable" even
year. The most recent event was the Japanese Food
Bazaar on October 10th. It is aimed at raising money though it was a busy schedule.
The Buddhist Temple is still growing with a big
for the new Temple construction. Constructing a
new temple costs about $2 million. Even though more hope toward new generation. By succeeding history
and tradition, these new generations will be able to
than half of the members have donated, it is still not
enhance their Temple in both space and scale when
enough. Therefore, members volunteer at bazaars to
they move to a new place. I am sure that the Temple
gather funds . They offered Japanese meals and a
is going to grow bigger at the new area. I cannot
Japanese gift shop and vegetable market. Even
stop hoping that the Temple will remain as the center
though the Bazaar was a very big event, it was well
of
Japanese-Americans and also the sanctuary for
organized and enjoyable. I could imagine numerous
the new generations of all people who practice
efforts and preparation of volunteers to hold this
Buddhism.
event. Minister Hirano reported cheerfully that the
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Jerry K. Hirano:
Minister of S.L.C. Buddhist Temple
by Yuki Nishitani
English

J

Japanese

J

erry K. Hirano has been the Minister ofthe Salt
erry K. Hirano-shi ga, Salt Lake City Bukkyou
Lake City Buddhist Temple since 1993. He was
Jiinnijyuusyoku to shite syuunin shitanoha,
born and brought up in Salt Lake City. He is a third 1993nen no koto de aru. Salt Lake City de umare
generation Japanese-American. He spent a lot of
sodatta nikkei sansei no kareni totte, Salt Palace
time studying Buddhism at the
kenchiku no tame
old Temple, which used to be
torikowasareta izenno Jiin ha,
where the Salt Palace is standBukkyou no manabiya deari,
ing now. In his childhood, he
mata, imahanaki Japan town
played around in the Japan
ha, kare no yoki asobiba de
town area that no longer exists.
atta. Utah daigaku wo
After graduating from the
sotsugyou go, syuushi gou
University ofUtah, he went to
syutoku no tame, Buddhist
the Institute ofBuddhist Studies
Study oflnstitute e shingaku.
to get a Master's degree in
1983nen, Bukkyou no syugyou
Buddhist study. From 1983 to
ni tonichi shi, Nihon no kyoto1987, he stayed in Kyoto,
shi ni aru Jyodoshinsyu
Japan in order to study and
Nishihonganji de 4nen kan ni
watari, butsumon iri wo suru.
practice more deeply about
Jyodo-Shinsyu Buddhism.
Kikoku go, 6nen han California,
After Kyoto, he worked in San
Sunjose nite jyuushoku wo
Jose, California as aMinisteroftheJyodo Shinsyu
tsutome, sonogo, Salt Lake City ni kikyou.
Jyuusyoku to shite genzai ni itatte iru.
Buddhist Temple for six and a half years. Then, in
1993, he finally came back to his home town as a
Imahanaki Japan townni tsuite, Hirano
Minister.
Jyuusyoku ha, "Igokochi ga yoi, anzen na basyo de
atta." to, kioku shi, soushite, katsute takusanno
Minister Hirano remembers the old Japan-town
in Salt Lake City as a comfortable and safe place.
Nihonj in keiei no syouten, restauran, hotel nado ga
There were many shops, markets, restaurants, hotels tachinarandeita sono machi de, kare ha, "takusanno
kichyou na yuujinn kankei wo kizuita monoda." to
around and he created a lot ofimportant friendships
omoide bukage ni katatta. Genzai, kare no kioku
in J-town. Now, nothing remains that shows the
wo todomeru mono ha, saikenchiku sareta genzai no
existence of such a town from his old memory,
tera igai nokotte inai.
except for the Temple.
Japan town ha syoumetsu shite shimatta ga,
Even though Japan-town has gone, the soul of
ima demo Hirano Jyuusyoku no nakani, sono
the Japanese remain in Minister Hirano' s mind.
kokoro ha shikkari to sonzai shiteiru. Bukkyou wo
Learning and mastering Buddhism is one ofthe
shinkou shi, etoku suru to iu sono tamashii ha,
remarkable examples ofthis that I can see clearly.
kenchyo na ichirei deha naidarouka? Mata, kare ni
The Temple is a part ofhis life becausehe has
·totte yousyou no koro kara naj imi bukai kono tera
attended it since he was young. Therefore, it was
ha, seikatsu no ichibu de atta tame, Bukkyou ni
natural for him to be attracted by Buddhism. Betaisuru shinkoushin ha, kare ni torte shizen na mono
sides, he said that Buddhism was important for him
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and helped him to find his identity as a JapaneseAmerican.
In Kyoto, at the Nishihonganj i Temple, he spent
four years practicing Buddhism. The Nishihonganji
Temple is the mother temple ofJyodo-Shinsyu
Buddhism which the Salt Lake Buddhist Temple
practices. Kyoto is the most historical place in
Japan where many old and traditional temples and
buildings are still remaining. He was eager to learn
something at such a historical place, and expected to
meet people who could help him understand what he
was learning.
Four years is a long time to be away from home.
Even though Minister Hirano is ofJapanese origin,
he is not Japanese; he is Japanese-American.
Therefore, he had to realize he was an American
while reconfirming himselfthat his origin was Japanese while he was in Kyoto. He mentioned that the
language was the hardest part for him to live in the
different country. The language also made him to
realize that he is an American.
In spite ofsuch a feeling, he was comfortable
being in Japan. He explained to me that it was
because what he had learned and experienced from
his life in the United States was closely related to
Buddhism. Namely, his Japanese life and culture
that was deeply rooted in Buddhism made him
comfortable instead ofgiving more obstacles.
In 1993, he came back to Salt Lake City to be a
Minister at the Salt Lake Buddhist Temple after
being a minister in California. He says "it is nice to
be in this Temple in terms ofknowing a lot of
people. Iknowmanypeoplesincelwas small." I
am sure that such a situation enables him to have a
closerrelationship between members. Moreover,
there would be a stronger trust and reliance in the
relationship between the Minister and all members.
A remarkable change has occurred since Minister Hirano has been in charge ofthis Temple: the
construction of anew Temple. The expectation of
all members ofthe new Temple is great. Minister
Hirano has a great hope and expectation for the new
temple in order to provide a better environment to

de atta. Sonoue, Bukkyou ha kare no jinsei ni oite,
jyuuyou na imi wo mochi, kare iwaku "Nikkei
America-jin to shite no identity wo kakuritsu suru
uede, ookina yakuwari wo hatashita" to itte iru.
Hirano jyuusyoku ga taizai shitaKyoto-shi
ha, Nihon no naka demo yuusuu no rekishi teki
kenzoubutsu gakazuooku zanzon suru omomuki
bukai machi de aru. Mata, kare ga Bukkyou no
syugyou wo shitaKyoto Nishihonganji ha, SLC
Bukkyou Jiin ga shiji suru Jyodo-Shinsyuu ha no
souhonzan de ari, sokode kare ha shinkou suru
hitobito no tasuke ni nareru koto wo kitai shite 4nen
kan no nagaki wo bengaku ni isoshinda.
Nikkei America-jin toha yue, America de
sodatta kare ni totte, kotoba no kabe ha atsukatta.
Soshite, toku ni sono kabe ni chyokumen suru tabi,
kare no naka deha j ibun ga uketsuida Nihon-jin no
roots yorimo, mushiro America-jin de aru to iu
genjitsuno saininshikinime gamukerareta.
Mata, kare ha "yousyou no koro kara
Bukkyou ni nare shitashinde iru jibun ni totte ha,
Nihon no bunka seikatsu ha Bukkyou ni motozuku
mono ga ooi no de, youui ni ukeireru koto ga deki,
Nihon no seikatsu ha yuuigi de atta" to katatteiru.
1993nen ni, kare ha California deno tsutome
wo oeta ato, Salt Lake City ni modotte kitta. "Salt
Lake no Jiin ha watashi no kokyou de ari, kaiin no
ooku ha kodomo no koro kara shi tteiru hito bito de
arutame, shinmitsu na sougo no shinrai kankei wo
kizuku uedemo jyouken ga totonotte iru" to Hirano
Jyuusyokuhakataru.
Genzai mochiagatte iru, shin-Jiin kenchiku
ha, Hirano Jyuusyoku syouunin irai no ookina
keikaku de ari, soreni yoseru kaiin no ki tai ha ooki.
Mata, Bukkyou gakusyuu ni oite no yori totonotta
kankyou wo teikyou dekiru to iu ten de, Jyuusyoku
no yume mo hirogatteiru. Mata, chiiki to no kouryuu
ni oitemo, "tatoeba Nihongo kyoushitsu no you na
katachi de demo tsunagari ga motereba .. .", to
Jyuusyoku ha katatta.
Hirano Jyuusyoku ni totte, SLC Bukkyou
Jiin ha, seikatsu no ichibu de aruga yueni, hitobito ha
sono kare no tera ni taisuru kouken to kitai ga shizen

(Please see "Hirano, "page 17).

("Hirano," 17 page ni tsuzuku.).
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Nonprofit Organizations in Utah
by Laurie Larsen

T

he economic life of our society is based on a
triangle of for-profit businesses, governments,
and nonprofit organizations. Eliminate any of the
sides and our economy would be crippled; our
standard ofliving would fall.
Without businesses there would not be jobs or
growth. The products and services of our society are
generated by business. Businesses create the
commerce that distributes financial incentives.
Without for-profit business there would be no
economy. The problem is that business can swallow
society ' s economic interests. This is a surface view.
Government is the second piece of the economic
picture. The national government controls the flow of
money through interest rates and the Federal
Reserve. Local governments control zoning and
building permits. All levels of government develop
the infrastructure that allows businesses and
individuals to function. Government controls many
aspects of the economy and tries to create a balance
between individual and business interests.
Business and government have limitations.
Business must
focus on what is
profitable or it
fails . Government
becomes too
large, expensive,
and intrusive
when it tries to do
too much. This is
Valley Mental Health
where the third
side of the
economic triangle--the nonprofit sector--comes to the
rescue. Nonprofit organizations provide services that
are too expensive for government and not profitable
for businesses, but that people still want to access.
These services can include cultural amenities, care
for the disadvantaged, emergency services, churches,
foundations, medical facilities, schools, utilities, and
youth groups. Nonprofit organizations reach into
many facets of our lives.

Nonprofit organizations are defined by the
Internal Revenue service as 501(c)(3). This
designation exempts the
nonprofit organizations
from taxation. Like
governments, no_nprofit
organizations are
providing some public
need. Like business,
they must find the
revenue to support their
efforts. According to
the Nonprofits
Association
Handbook, nonprofits
spend over $500 Billion
annually through one million organizations in the
United States. From 1985 to 1996 the number of
non-profits doubled in Utah, and now we have close
to 4000 organizations. Yet in 1994, Utah had only
4.0 nonprofit organizations per 100,000 people,
compared to the national figure of 6.8.
Why Utah does not have as many nonprofits
could be debated. What is disturbing is that in a state
that tends to be politically conservative, and voice its
volunteer spirit, nonprofit organizations are not used to
their full potential. Nonprofit organizations add to the
enjoyment of our lives. What would Salt Lake be
missing if the Utah Symphony, Hansen Planetarium,
and Utah Arts Festival did not exist? The arts are a
conspicuous addition to the nonprofits, yet nonprofit
organizations reach into our lives in many ways, no
matter what our income. They provide emergency
assistance, art outreach, and allow us to contribute
time and money to help them.
Some nonprofits, such as credit unions, mirror forprofit businesses. Other nonprofits have a close
relationship with government--ei ther providing
contracted services or enhancing services already
provided. Valley Mental Health provides all of the
community mental health services for Salt Lake
County as a contracted service provider.
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Nonprofit organizations tend to see the problem
Nonprofit organizations can also fill needs that
and then find money for the solution. There are
others ignore or refuse to see like Traveler's Aid,
always more problems than money, forcing good
Odyssey House, and the Boys and Girls Club.
nonprofits to stretch resources. Any money that is
Churches provide for spiritual development of the
earned or donated goes back into providing services
community. Emergency organizations prepare for
not to pay the owners a
disasters. Foundations
profit.
have the money that
Most importantly, many
supports many of these
nonprofit organizations tread
efforts.
into areas where others are
Except for nonprofit
not willing to go. Artspace
foundations, most
helped start the revitalization
nonprofits must search for
of the Gateway district.
funding. Philanthropists
Before Artspace, developers
love to fund buildings
would not come to the area
because they last.
to create housing or
However, funding program
commercial projects.
costs like staffing and
Traveler's
Aid deals with
supplies is more difficult.
the homeless--a population
Nonprofit organizations
often tum to government
that most of society tends to
to help fund the on-going
forget. The Literacy Action
costs. They also do
Center helps fill in the
fundraising activities to
services provided by the
"Each One Teach One"
supplement their costs.
Horizonte Center, the
The most stable nonprofits
alternative high school run
Literacy Action Center
create a wide base of
by Salt Lake School District.
funding sources.
The LAC helps people learn
to read: a skill necessary to enter high-school studies .
Many services that are now provided by
government and for-profit businesses could be turned
Nonprofit organizations already enhance our lives .
over to this sector. Last year when Salt Lake School They have a great potential for expanding their
influence. Business and government form two legs
district, hired a for-profit business to do its bussing, I
cringed. Many people think that business can provide of the stool that economic life rests on. Nonprofit
service cheaper than government. Health care is a
organizations add the stability that makes life's gritty
service that everyone will need at some point. Now
details.and artful expressions possible. Life is refined
the system is run by for-profit health care with some
by the nonprofit organizations in our community.
government funding. There has been talk about
They need our financial, voluntary, and political
support. Please find an organization, and get involved
making health care a government program. What
ideally should happen is that health care should be run irt it. Your life will benefit from the experience.
by nonprofit organizations.
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Helping Real People: Our House
by Leslie Merrill

T

he Homeless Children's Foundation has created
a child care facility called Our House to help
homeless and low-income families. Our House
provides children an opportunity to learn and have
some stability in their
lives. (See Bridges, Vol.
# 1. for story on "Our
House .")
Angela is a mother
whose children have
been benefited from
participating in the Our
House program. Angela
went to a private school
as a child. She said that
her schooling experiences were limiting.
From age nine to age
eighteen she lived in
foster homes. After she turned eighteen she lived
with a roommate during which time she had her son,
Dominic. She lived with her sister when she had her
daughter, Destiney. Angela said that she made some
bad decisions and became homeless. She is now
living in transitional housing.
Angela got her children on the list for Our House
as soon as she could. One big reason she wanted her
children in Our House is that they will care for
infants. She also wants her children to have a good
educational experience there. Angela's children
started going to Our House in September 1998.
Angela wants her children to have a good learning environment. She has found that at Our House.
Her daughter, Destiney, has done really well there. It
has been a harder transition for Dominic because he
was used to staying home with his rriom. Angela has
also received emotional support, encouragement and
a lot of advice there.
The curriculum and academics at Our House
have impressed Angela. In The Homeless Children's
Foundation's brochure it says:
The curriculum, based on developmentally
appropriate practices, is designed to encourage
and support social, emotional, intellectual, and
physical growth while enhancing self-esteem ... We

also use professionally recommended educational
aids and toys, plus, through our enrichment
program, the children are introduced to art,
literature, math, and science.
One main thing they
emphasize in the teaching
there is social skills. By
teaching the children basic
principles of sharing,
interacting, and socializing
the people at Our House
hope to prepare the
children for Kindergarten.
Angela said that
Dominic will begin the
Head Start program next
year. Head Start is a
government-subsidized
program that gives underprivileged children free preschool to teach them things
like shapes, colors, and numbers before Kindergarten.
Anya Szegvari, who works at Our House, said that
they are trying to get the children ready to go into
Head Start or Kindergarten. Szegvari told me that
the teachers are there to facilitate the learning. They
let the children learn at their own pace according to
how developmentally ready they are.
With Angela's children being taken care of at
Our House, she has been able to get into the BOOST
program, sponsored by Novus Discover Card.
BOOST is a 2 ½ month program that teaches customer service skills and self-esteem. "I suggest
anybody to go there .. .it's excellent," Angela commented. At the end of the training there is a workshop where the people in the program are able to
come and apply for jobs for some companies that
support the BOOST program.
Angela said it is the responsibility of parents to
teach their children, but when they are not able to
stay home with them because of work or other
circumstances it is nice to have some place that can
teach the children and help the parents with that
responsibility. Thanks to the Homeless Children's
Foundation and Our House there is such a place .
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"Hirano" continued...
teach and learn about Buddhism for all members.
He also expects to reach out to the community more
after the construction, such as by offering a Japanese
language school as a part ofthe Temple's activity.
The Salt Lake Buddhist Temple has been a part
ofMinister Hirano' s life. People may feel his
contributions and expectations for this Temple are
very natural because ofhis background. Still,
perseverance, efforts, and especially respect from
members are necessary more than desire or anything
else in order to bring the members together. Minister Hirano is the person who is well qualified with
these abilities. I am looking forward to seeing the
changes by Minister Hirano in the near future at the
new Temple.
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na koudou dato omou kamo shirenai.
Shikashinagara, Jyuusyoku to shite, sore ijyou ni
kaiin wo hitotsu ni suru uede, nintai, doryoku,
soshite nani yorimo, kaiin no sonkei no nen wo eru
to iunoga, hitsuyoufukaketsu de aru. Hirano
Jyuusyoku hamasani sorera no jyouken wo
kanesonaeta jinbutsu de ari, chikai syourai shin-Jiin
deno ooki na kare no katsuyaku wo kitai shitai.
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Salt Lake City Council:
One View of a Developing Downtown
by David Dee

S

alt Lake City Councilman Bryce Jolley has a
form a loop around this area from South Temple
vision ofthe future for downtown Salt Lake
Street all the way to 400 South. The Gateway area
City. He sees an expanded downtown area with
west ofthe Artspace area is the new area currently
new commercial and residential development. The
designated by the Salt Lake City Redevelopment
Councilman supports the
Agency (RD A) as their target redeway that Stephen Goldvelopment area. The City has
smith created Artspace in
recently pledged $18.5 million in
downtown Salt Lake,
RD A funds for this project.
rehabilitating abandoned
The RDA is a nonprofit organizaold buildings to be used
tion that takes charge ofredevelopagain as businesses and
ment in a specific area in Salt Lake
residences. He feels the
City that has been targeted by the
low-income housing that
City Council as an area that needs
Artspace has successfuly
rehabilitation. Some ofthe tax money
built from old warehouses-generated in the targeted area goes to
the Eccles/Browning
the RDA to help pay for infrastrucwarehouse on Pierpont
ture improvements. Councilman
Jolley sees this as a fair way to fund
A venue and the California
Rubber Company on 200
redevelopment because the people
South--provides more
who live and visit the area will pay for
Salt
Lake
City
Councilman
Bryce
Jolley.
the improvements.
residential space, helping to
Photo
courtesy
Busath
Photography.
He looks forward to the day
create a neighborhood in
that area.
when the rest of the downtown Salt
He would like to see this continued into more of Lake City area will be rehabilitated as successfully
as the Artspace area has been, with residents and
the downtown area with a new focus on the Gate~
businesses living and working happily together.
way Area. "The plan that the Boyer Company has
proposed is the type of development we should
encourage," stated the Councilman. The Boyer
Company plans to build a shopping center and other
commercial development and 1500 residential
housing units--200 ofthem for low-income tenants.
Councilman Jolley believes the new light rail
mass transit system will help to serve the transportation needs ofthe residents in this area, as well as
bring in visitors to shop and be entertained. The
current light rail plan now under construction will end
at the Rio Grande Depot. The Councilman said he
would like to see the light rail system expanded to

To let the Salt Lake City
Council know what you
think about the Gateway
Project, contact the City
Council Offices at
535-7600.
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Editorial Page:
Send a Letter to Bridges

"-

In this issue ofBridges, we are expanding into new journalistic territory: the Editorial Page. We think this is
an important step for this newsletter since it provides another place for the people of the Artspace
neighborhood--and the surrounding community--to bring their voices, ideas, and concerns into public view.
Our first editorial is brought to us by one of the students from Salt Lake Community College who
worked on this newsletter, David Dee. During his research for his article on the City Council (see facing
page), David found that there wasn't a place for him to express his own opinion about the development of
downtown Salt Lake City. Thus, the Bridges' Editorial page was born.
We welcome letters from any member of the Artspace neighborhood, the Salt Lake community, or from
anyone this newsletter reaches. The letters will be reviewed by the students participating in the SLCC
Artspace Writing Project course which produces this newsletter. We will make every attempt to print every
letter, but space may carry some limitations.
Please submit your editorials to Tiffany Rousculp, English Department, Salt Lake Community
College, 4600 S. Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, UT 84130. Please include your name, address and
phone number at which you can be reached.
We look forward to reading what you have to say. Please help us make Bridges a neighborhood
newsletter worthy of its name.

Dear Bridges' Editor:
Once upon a time, in downtown Salt Lake City,
the Main Street area from South Temple to Third
South was targeted as an area of Salt Lake that
needed redevelopment. A Redevelopment Agency
was formed to distribute tax funds to the area for
improvements. The Z.C.M.I. Mall was built and
Main Street was beautified. The focus on this one
area of Downtown Salt Lake left other areas unable
to compete. Third South became a block of deserted buildings. Many old and established businesses closed or moved out. Keith Warshaw' s
department store, Broadway Music, Wolfs Sporting Goods, and The Paris Company are examples of
the businesses that had to close after this area was
targeted by the Redevelopment Agency.
When we focus on a specific area for redevelopment by giving tax money to that area for improvements, is it fair to nearby areas that we don't
give money to? I think it is unfair to make businesses compete against those that are tax subsi-

dized. As the City's administrators move their target
for redevelopment from area to area they leave in
their wake empty buildings and bankrupt people.
Now that the Salt Lake City Administration has
targeted the Gateway area as the next area to
receive Redevelopment Agency funds will the
Artspace area be left behind? Will the businesses in
the Artspace area be able to compete against the
new commercial development proposed for this new
target Gateway area?
City Administrators must change their planning
strategies. Instead oflooking for a project to make
their mark on the city; they should be looking
towards our long-term future and what projects can
be maintained for years to come. The scope of all
city-planning should be both broad and deep.
Planning for the whole city for the long term, treating
the city as one entity--not broken up into small
competing areas. We must make the whole city one
successful neighborhood.
Sincerely,
David Dee, Salt Lake City
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For more
information,
call Sandi Terry
at 363-1818
or check
our web
site at
www.krcl.org

KRCL will be moving into the Artspace 500 West Bridge Projects in the year 2000.
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